
St. Paul Pre-K:  Week #3 Continuous Learning Packets.  These items will be in your packet for the week 
Of April 20, 2020.  I do not need anything returned to me.  If the activity is too hard for your student, 
please feel free to do it with them.  Remember, your child is 4 and shouldn’t sit for long periods of time. 
 
Alphabet Knowledge:  The Letter Jj.  Jumping Jim is our Letterland Chracter for the letter B.  Jumping 
Jim’s action is to pretend to juggle imaginary set of balls and say the /J/-sound.  Formation of the letter 
J.  Start at the top, make a straight line down, curve forward and up. 
 
The Letter Zz.  Zig Zag Zebra is our other Letterland Character for the letter Z.  Zig Zag Zebra’s action is to 
tilt head and rest against hands to mine falling asleep.  Formation of the letter Z.  Start at the top and go 
horizontally across, diagonal down to the bottom line, and then horizontally across the bottom line. 
 
Fun with our letters of the week.  Packet “J is for jungle.”  Letter Jj review, circle jungle animals, 
complete the pattern, make a “J” trail, and animal shapes.  Packet “Z is for zoo animals.”  Letter Zz 
review, complete the pattern, what’s different, counting zoo animals, what animals live at the zoo, 
underline the letter z, and shape review. 
 
Art Field Trip:  “My Trip to the Zoo Booklet.”  Students draw a picture of what the book says the zoo 
animal is doing.   
 
Math:  Number 18-Trace, color and count.  Oral counting with your child anytime is good practice. 
 
Patterning-  Cut out the flowers on the last page.  Use these to finish the flower patterns. 
 
Measuring-  Measure the Flowers to see how many cubes tall each flower is by coloring in the cubes 
beside the flowers. 
 
Science:  My Big World Scholastic News  “Flower Power!”  All about plants and their parts. 
 
Fine Motor:  Two pages of scissor practice.  Students cut on the lines from the bottom of the page to the 
animal/object at the top of the page. 
 
Coloring:  Just for fun, I threw in a few coloring pages.  Who doesn’t love Hot Wheels, Paw Patrol, and 
Frozen?  If your child isn’t one that likes to color, that is fine! 
 
Missing you a lot!  I hope you like the activities I sent to you! 


